Welcome

Manchester’s a progressive, inspiring city with a rich cultural heritage, and the University is proud to be part of it. The School of Law has been an established centre of legal teaching and research within The University of Manchester for over 100 years.

Teaching both law and criminology, it’s a dynamic centre for the study of justice in society. Our students are a diverse and fascinating group, drawn from all corners of the globe, shaping a brilliant future for themselves through a vibrant educational experience.

We offer a range of exciting course units drawing upon our world-leading research, providing you with the opportunity to explore your future career as part of your degree. As a student at the School of Law, you’ll be able to build your skills and contribute to your community through extensive opportunities to volunteer and make a difference. You’ll quickly develop the expertise, links and knowledge that will stand you in good stead for future employment.

We look forward to welcoming you to Manchester.

Professor Christopher Thornhill, Head of School
With a rich history shaped by industrial revolution, labour movements and artistic creativity, Manchester’s strong, pioneering character endures to this day. As well as this unique historical character, Manchester has a significant legal reputation. It’s the second largest legal hub in the UK, making it an ideal location for a Russell Group law school and ensuring our students are well-placed within the legal world.

www.manchester.ac.uk/Manchester

LIVING IN MANCHESTER

We’re proud to call Manchester our home and many of our graduates will eventually make it theirs too; about a third of our students stay in the city after graduating.

The University of Manchester’s close proximity to the city and its ties to local communities provide you with ample opportunity to gain real-world experience while studying at a prestigious law school. You can work with a wide range of legal centres and law firms enabling you to work with established practitioners, thereby gaining new networks and extensive experience in the legal world.

Wherever you are in the world, you’re never more than two stops away from Manchester. With direct links to over 200 flight destinations and major international hubs, Manchester’s the perfect location to stay globally connected. Voted in the top ten most exciting cities to live in, Manchester’s lively, culturally diverse and easy to enjoy on a student budget. If you’re from overseas you’ll receive all the support you need to make Manchester your home.

WORK WITH A WIDE RANGE OF LEGAL CENTRES AND LAW FIRMS ENABLING YOU TO WORK WITH ESTABLISHED PRACTITIONERS

www.manchester.ac.uk/international
www.law.manchester.ac.uk/study/international-applicants

Arsalan Abid
Law LLB Student
Pakistan

As an international student, one of the benefits of studying at Manchester is getting to meet and know people from a wide variety of nationalities and backgrounds. This aspect really helped me adjust during my first year, it was comforting meeting a large number of fellow international students.

Watch our latest video about Arsalan
www.law.manchester.ac.uk/arsalan
Throughout your studies at Manchester, we offer a range of support and events to help you consider and research your options.

Law
You’ll benefit from unique networking, training and work-based opportunities to build a truly successful career. If you want to practise as a solicitor or barrister in England and Wales, our LLB degrees enable you to study the foundational subjects required to qualify for exemptions at the next stage in your training. After graduation, you’ll embark on further vocational training: either the Legal Practice Course (BPTC) and a pupillage to become a barrister.

Criminology
Criminology is a diverse and fascinating subject, and the transferable skills you develop during your time with us will set you up for a number of paths you may not even have considered. If you plan to pursue a career in Criminology and areas related to criminal justice, our extensive Criminology Careers Programme will help. This includes Criminology Question Time, which gives you the chance to learn from and network with panelists from the police, probation, intelligence and the third sector.

Q-Step
The Q-step scheme provides Criminology and Law with Criminology students the opportunity to develop valuable skills in data analysis. Specialised training and work placements will give you essential skills for many criminal justice-related professions, such as criminal intelligence analysis. Manchester is one of 15 centres taking part in a £19.5 million programme designed to promote a step-change in quantitative training.

Find out more: www.manchester.ac.uk/q-step

The School of Law offers a specialist careers and employability programme with regular workshops delivered by practitioners and in-house specialists including:

- The Business of Law
- Civil Procedure
- Introduction to the Commercial Application of Law
- CV Application Support
- Training Contract
- Application Advice
- Mock Interviews
- Special Constabulary
- Meet the Professionals
- Making Contacts
- Networking

EMPLOYABILITY

#5 Graduates are the most targeted by Britain’s top graduate employers The Graduate Market in 2018, High Fliers Research

#6 Ranked 5th in the UK by recruitment managers QS Graduate Employability Rankings 2018

#28 Ranked 28th in the world and 6th in the UK for Law The Times Higher Education World University Rankings by subject 2018

Aziz Deen
LLB Law with Politics 2016 Graduate at TLT LLP UK

While my degree definitely benefitted my career, it was mainly the confidence I gained while studying at The University of Manchester that has made my transition to working life as a lawyer incredibly easy.

I chose Manchester over all other universities because I felt that the wide spectrum of people, ideas and opinions would help me reflect the truly cosmopolitan nature of the UK as it is today.

I now have friends in over 20 different countries! I saw Manchester as a crucible out of which I would emerge as a global citizen armed with a degree from a prestigious University.

Hannah Pilling
LLB Law 2017 Graduate at JMW Solicitors LLP UK

The University of Manchester is known for pioneering research, you’re taught by staff actively involved in research and current debates, which means the material you learn is extremely topical and relevant.

Studying at Manchester made me realise what I was passionate about and what I actually wanted to do after I left University. During my studies I developed a range of skills, which were a fundamental stepping stone to pursue my career. Obtaining a degree from The University of Manchester carries a lot of prestige with employers due to its reputation which I don’t believe all universities can compete with.

When I graduated and began to apply for jobs, having The University of Manchester on my CV was almost like an automatic tick on an employer’s check list.

Petteri Seppala
LLB Law 2017 Graduate at Clyde & Co Finland

Manchester’s School of Law is a highly reputable institution with excellent employability prospects globally, and Manchester is not only one of the fastest growing cities in the UK, but also full of opportunities.

The School of Law’s stellar reputation, combined with the close links it’s formed with some of the UK’s top employers, ensure students will gain access to exclusive events, identify different career options available to them, and understand what skills prospective employers are looking for.
INTERNATIONAL STUDY

- Boost your career prospects in the job market
- Enjoy the opportunity of a lifetime
- Broaden your horizons
- Gain new perspectives on your studies
- Improve your language skills and cultural awareness
- Experience study in a different university environment

The School of Law has built excellent relationships with numerous partner universities, both within and outside Europe, to provide you with the opportunity to travel and learn internationally and study in English. You’ll select a range of course units at your host university during the third year of your degree, making your four-year degree completely unique to you.

You can apply directly for one of our competitive International Study degrees for 2019 entry. Subject to availability and meeting the academic performance criteria in the first two years of your degree, you may wish to transfer from a three year course to the four year International Study degree.

Our current exchange partner institutions are:

- Australian National University, Australia
- National University of Singapore, Singapore
- Singapore Management University, Singapore
- University of Helsinki, Finland
- University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong
- University of Lorraine, France
- University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, USA
- University of Toronto, Canada
- University of Warsaw, Poland
- Arizona State University, USA
- Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, USA
- University of Melbourne, Australia

- Boost your career prospects in the job market
- Enjoy the opportunity of a lifetime
- Broaden your horizons
- Gain new perspectives on your studies
- Improve your language skills and cultural awareness
- Experience study in a different university environment

Find out more on www.law.manchester.ac.uk/study-abroad

For International Study degrees
www.law.manchester.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/courses

To hear more from the University’s global ambassadors:
www.manchesterontheroad.com

Emily Rose Burton
Law LLB Student
UK
International Study Destination:
The Australian National University, Canberra, Australia

This experience has given me the independence and confidence to push myself further in life. I’ve started to go back and visit the country and the friends I made after I graduate. I wouldn’t have even contemplated this before studying abroad. Moving to the other side of the world has developed me as a person, both academically and personally. I really enjoyed the different methods of teaching. The structure and content of the courses was different, so I had to learn to adapt. Although challenging at first, I really think this has helped me return to Manchester to finish my degree, I’m able to study in different ways and look at things from different perspectives. I honestly believe this has helped me develop enormously.

Laura Mills
Law LLB Student
UK
International Study Destination:
The University of Warsaw, Poland

The highlight of my placement was experiencing a different culture that I thought would be quite similar to my own, but was actually quite different. I also really enjoyed being able to visit the city and become a local during my time there.

To hear more from the University’s global ambassadors:
www.manchesterontheroad.com
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES

We'll help you to grow personally and professionally and give back to the community.

Legal Advice Centres

Both Law and Law Joint Honours students have the opportunity to work in one of the School of Law’s award-winning Legal Advice Centres. The Centres are renowned for their achievements in the region’s legal community, winning the best Pro Bono and Community Initiative in 2017 for the Dementia Law Clinic and the Pro Bono and Community Initiative Award in 2018 for the Legal Advice Centre Network, at the Manchester Legal Awards.

You’ll have the opportunity to provide free, confidential legal advice to members of the public under the supervision of law practitioners and academics from the School of Law.

Volunteering at the Legal Advice Centre is not only a great way to develop your practical legal skills, but also to demonstrate to future employers your commitment to the legal profession and social responsibility. This can really make you stand out when you’re applying for legal positions.

Find out more

www.manchester.ac.uk/lac

Alexander Brown
LLB Student Volunteer
UK
Legal Advice Centre

I’ve worked in the School of Law’s Legal Advice Centre, which provides free legal advice to members of the public who cannot access this advice elsewhere.

It’s provided me with the opportunity to experience the process of dealing with a client, from the initial meeting to understanding the problem, to researching the law and then providing relevant and concise advice.

It’s not only extremely satisfying to help those who otherwise wouldn’t be able to access legal advice, but it’s also early experience which will prove invaluable when going into practice.

A personal highlight was completing my first case with the Legal Advice Centre. The client was distraught and desperate for some help with a problem. Being a voice of calm when meeting her and then providing clear, concise and practical advice to help solve the problem was very satisfying.

Being commended by the manager of the centre for the quality of my advice letter was an added bonus!

Priscilla Lim
LLB Student Volunteer
Malaysia
Miscarriages of Justice Review Centre

I’ve worked in the School of Law’s Legal Advice Centre, which provides free legal advice to members of the public who cannot access this advice elsewhere.

I believe the law exists to protect, and as such, I’m inspired to use the legal skills I acquire to bring protection to those who need it. Working at the Miscarriages of Justice Review Centre has provided me the opportunity to fulfil this ambition. This has really enhanced my knowledge of the criminal justice system and has given me so many opportunities for real hands-on experience.

You’ll have the opportunity to volunteer to make a real difference providing support to clients, with the supervision of law practitioners and academics from the School of Law. You’ll work with experts in the field to investigate possible sources of fresh evidence to support clients convicted of a serious crime.

You and the team will assist in making an application for a client’s case to be reviewed for referral back to the Court of Appeal.

By actively interviewing clients and their families, speaking to witnesses, writing reports for solicitors and barristers, organising exhibits for a trial and attending meetings with forensic scientists, you’ll gain extensive skills and knowledge of this process.

Your work is supervised and supported at every stage of the process by our experienced practising lawyers.

Watch our latest video about Priscilla

www.law.manchester.ac.uk/priscilla
LEARN WITHOUT BOUNDARIES

Enjoy interdisciplinary, international and entrepreneurial study options outside your course.

UNDERSTAND THE ISSUES THAT MATTER

Become ethically, socially and politically informed on some of humanity’s most pressing global issues.

MAKE A DIFFERENCE

Contribute to and learn from local and global communities through volunteering.

STEP UP AND LEAD

Gain confidence and experience by assisting and inspiring your peers.

CREATE YOUR FUTURE

Explore countless opportunities for professional career development.

TO HELP YOU FIND YOUR UNIQUE PATH TO PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL SUCCESS, YOU’LL NEED OPPORTUNITIES TO DEVELOP AND GROW.

At Manchester, we call this process Stellify: to change, or be changed, into a star. Here, you’ll find a whole host of transformational academic and extracurricular activities to help you do more and be more – and you could even prove your abilities to potential employers by gaining a prestigious award.

www.manchester.ac.uk/stellify

TO LEARN MORE ABOUT STELLIFY VISIT

www.manchester.ac.uk/stellify

STELLIFY (VERB)

To change, or be changed, into a star

LOOK TO THE STARS

STELLIFY
STUDENT SOCIETIES

Getting involved in a society is a great way to enhance your CV, developing transferable skills and experience by organising an end-of-year ball, maintaining a website or acting as a treasurer, for example.

Our two main course societies are student-led and organise social, career and academic-related events, as well as running a number of specialised groups to help you make the most of your time at Manchester.

Manchester University Criminology Society (MUCS)
As a Criminology student, joining MUCS offers you the opportunity to get involved in social and sporting events, in a society run by students, for students. MUCS promotes a criminology identity within the School of Law, and will support you during your time at university and beyond.

Manchester University Law Society (MULS)
As a Law student, MULS offers you the opportunity to get involved in the largest student society at The University of Manchester and one of the largest law societies in the UK! MULS organises exciting and varied social and sporting events, including the Spring Law Ball, annual trips abroad, introductory networking events and inter-School sports tournaments in football, rugby and netball. MULS is sponsored by prestigious city and regional law firms.

School of Law Debating Society
Gain presentation debating skills and develop your legal network by taking part in training sessions and debating competitions in conjunction with sponsoring law firms.

The University of Manchester Bar Society
Mocking allows students to develop legal advocacy in a court setting. Getting involved in a moot will develop your advocacy skills in research, legal analysis, presentation and team working.

Pro Bono Society
Develop your research and presentation skills by informing local community groups of legal and social justice related issues, take part in workshops and arrange community outreach programmes alongside voluntary work at one of our Legal Advice Centres.

Law in the City
Learn about life as a lawyer and meet some of the City’s leading law firms.

Society of Current Affairs and Commercial Awareness (SCACA)
Understanding of the commercial realities of business and legal practice and being up to date in world affairs are essential to a successful career. Find out how these issues impact the legal sector and engage in critical debate.

The best thing I did upon beginning my course here at Manchester was to get involved with the Manchester University Law Society (MULS).
I went to most of the socials during my first year where I met almost all my friends, many of which I’m good friends with in my third year. I was nominated as Diversity Representative during my second year, and am currently elected as Vice President for my third year. It’s so much fun!

Find out more about our societies
www.law.manchester.ac.uk/societies
DEGREE COURSES

Law LLB

Law with International Study LLB

Criminology BA

Criminology with International Study BA

Law with Criminology LLB

Law with Criminology and International Study LLB

Law with Politics LLB

Law with Politics and International Study LLB
Law LLB 3yrs

Year 1
Receive an intensive two-week introduction to legal systems and skills. Study four foundational course units, taught across two semesters, including Obligations I (Contract Law); Criminal Law; Public Law; and Property I (Equity and Trusts).

Year 2
Study four foundational course units including Obligations II (Tort Law); European Union Law; Property II (Land Law) and Jurisprudence. Plus one optional course unit of your choice.

Year 3
Choose six optional course units on a wide range of specialist topics such as Commercial Law; Company Law; Advocacy and the Law; Human Rights; or Family Law. You can submit a dissertation in place of one of these subjects.

For more information about course units visit www.manchester.ac.uk/llb-law

Law with International Study LLB 4yrs

Year 1
Receive an intensive two-week introduction to legal systems and skills. Study four foundational course units, taught across two semesters, including Obligations I (Contract Law); Criminal Law; Public Law; and Property I (Equity and Trusts).

Year 2
Study four foundational course units, including Obligations II (Tort Law); European Union Law; Property II (Land Law) and Jurisprudence. Plus one optional course unit of your choice.

Year 3
Spend a year studying in your host university in another country. You will study course units from the range of Law and other specialist subjects of interest offered by your host university.

Year 4
Choose six optional course units on a wide range of specialist topics such as Commercial Law; Company Law; Advocacy and the Law; Human Rights; or Family Law. You can submit a dissertation in place of one of these subjects.

For more information about course units visit www.manchester.ac.uk/llb-law-study-abroad

Entry requirements
A-Level: AAA
IB: 36 666 at HL

- Any combination of A-level subjects from Arts, Humanities, Mathematics and Science, including Law.
- A good GCSE profile with minimum grades across all subjects of A* to C/4.

Gain hands-on experience of law in practice, working alongside professionals at one of our Legal Advice Centres
Learn how legal systems shape our society
Benefit from excellent graduate prospects in the legal profession and beyond, or choose from various postgraduate study options

If you wish to become a solicitor or a barrister, the LLB Law course is a qualifying law degree.
The course covers the mandatory subjects of legal study, while also providing you with a diverse choice of specialist options to suit your particular interests and career plans.

Law LLB Student
UK
I wanted a Russell Group university that’s popular with corporate law firms and has a track record and reputation for the course.

Manchester runs plenty of employability workshops, and makes you aware of upcoming presentations and events with corporate law firms, as well as their current opportunities. Lecturers also try to add a pragmatic edge to what they teach and how this would possibly affect an issue in practice, as several have or are practising alongside their teaching roles. You are subconsciously being taught how to think like a lawyer alongside learning the substantive law.

If you wish to become a solicitor or a barrister, the LLB Law with International Study course is a qualifying law degree.
The course covers the mandatory subjects of legal study, while also providing you with the opportunity to study at one of our world-class partner universities, allowing you to travel and learn internationally.

You’ll apply for the International Exchange Programme in your second year of study.
You’ll have the opportunity to apply for a paid Q-Step internship during the summer between the second and third year on the BA Criminology and the BA Criminology with International Study. In addition, you may be selected to take part in a prison education programme during your final year - studying in a prison alongside prison-based students.

Hannah Watts
Criminology BA, studying MRes Criminology at Manchester
UK
During my time at Manchester, I’ve been fortunate to be involved with the Youth Offending Team, Victim Support and Manchester Action for Street Health.

This really brought my lectures to reality and really helped me to improve my academic writing. Furthermore, in my second year I was fortunate enough to take part in a Q-Step internship at the Home Office in London. I had an eight week paid placement where I worked on current projects around domestic homicides, child sexual abuse and cyber bullying. This really opened my eyes to the importance of social research and the influence this can have on policy.

Entry requirements
A-Level: ABB
IB: 34 655 at HL
Any combination of A-level subjects from Arts, Humanities, Mathematics and Science.
A good GCSE profile with minimum grades across all subjects of A*/8 to C/4.

Course structure

CRIMINOLOGY BA 3yrs

UCAS Code M901

» Gain knowledge of criminal justice in an international context with a year abroad
» Build an academic base suitable for a range of careers in criminal justice-related professions
» Develop analytical skills to assess complex data related to experiences of criminality

Criminology with International Study offers a new opportunity to explore some of the challenges that criminal justice systems face today, as well as gaining further specialised knowledge of criminology by studying abroad in one of our partner institutions. You’ll apply for the International Exchange Programme in your second year of study.

Common compulsory course units allow you to develop an understanding of the sociological and psychological explanations for crime and criminal behaviour. Study the criminal justice system and criminal law alongside the theories of social behaviour.

Year 1
Common compulsory course units allow you to develop an understanding of the sociological and psychological explanations for crime and criminal behaviour. Study the criminal justice system and criminal law alongside the theories of social behaviour.

Year 2
Extend your understanding of criminological theory and your knowledge of the practices and techniques used in contemporary criminal justice systems. Develop your knowledge of specific patterns of crime and criminality. Choose from a range of course unit options, including: Youth Justice and Juvenile Delinquency; Criminology and Criminal Justice in Action; Policing and the Police; and Understanding Punishment.

Year 3
Choose from specialist subject options, including: Youth, Crime and Justice; White Collar and Corporate Crimes; Drugs and Society; Counter Terrorism and Human Rights; Criminology and Mass Violence; and Miscarriages of Justice.

For more information about course units visit www.manchester.ac.uk/ba-criminology

CRIMINOLOGY with INTERNATIONAL STUDY BA 4yrs

UCAS Code M904

Year 1
Common compulsory course units allow you to develop an understanding of the sociological and psychological explanations for crime and criminal behaviour. Study the criminal justice system and criminal law alongside the theories of social behaviour.

Year 2
Extend your understanding of criminological theory and your knowledge of the practices and techniques used in contemporary criminal justice systems. Develop knowledge of specific patterns of crime and criminality. Choose from a range of course unit options, including: Youth Justice and Juvenile Delinquency; Criminology and Criminal Justice in Action; Policing and the Police; and Understanding Punishment.

Year 3
Spend a year studying in your host university in another country. You’ll study course units from the range of Criminology and other specialist subjects of interest offered by your host university.

Year 4
Choose from specialist subject options, including: Youth, Crime and Justice; White Collar and Corporate Crimes; Drugs and Society; Counter Terrorism and Human Rights; Criminology and Mass Violence; and Miscarriages of Justice.

For more information about course units visit www.manchester.ac.uk/ba-criminology-study-abroad
**Course structure**

Study all the foundational Law subjects and graduate with a qualifying law degree, receiving LLB Law with Criminology or LLB Law with Criminology and International Study.

### Law with Criminology LLB 3yrs

**Year 1**

- Study an intensive two-week course in Legal Skills, plus two course units in Obligations I (Contract Law) and Criminal Law. You’ll also study Foundations of Criminal Justice, Crime and Society, and Criminological Research Methods.

**Year 2**

- Study Property I (Equity and Trusts) and Public Law with two optional Law course units. You’ll study one foundational Criminology unit, Policing and the Police, and one optional Criminology unit.

**Year 3**

- Study three foundational Law course units: Obligations II (Tort Law); Property II (Land Law); and European Union Law. You’ll then study two Criminal Law optional course units across two semesters. You can choose a dissertation subject that bridges both disciplines, but this isn’t compulsory.

For more information about course units visit [www.manchester.ac.uk/llb-law-with-criminology](http://www.manchester.ac.uk/llb-law-with-criminology)

### Law with Criminology and International Study LLB 4yrs

**Year 1**

- Study an intensive two-week course in Legal Skills, plus two course units in Obligations I (Contract Law) and Criminal Law. You’ll also study Foundations of Criminal Justice, Crime and Society, and Criminological Research Methods.

**Year 2**

- Study Property I (Equity and Trusts) and Public Law with two optional Law course units. You’ll study one foundational Criminology unit, Policing and the Police, and one optional Criminology unit.

**Year 3**

- Spend a year in your host university in another country. You’ll study course units from the range of Law, Criminology and other specialist subjects of interest offered by them.

**Year 4**

- Study three foundational Law course units: Tort Law, Property II (Land Law) and European Union Law. You’ll then study two Criminal Law optional course units across two semesters. You can choose a dissertation subject that bridges both disciplines, but this isn’t compulsory.

For more information about course units visit [www.manchester.ac.uk/llb-law-with-criminology-study-abroad](http://www.manchester.ac.uk/llb-law-with-criminology-study-abroad)

---

**Entry requirements**

- **A-Level:** AAA
- **IB:** 36-656 at HL
  - Any combination of A-level subjects from Arts, Humanities, Mathematics and Science, including Law.
  - A good GCSE profile with minimum grades across all subjects of A*/8 to C/4.

---

**UCAS Code M1M9:**

- Gain a qualifying law degree combined with an understanding of crime and criminal behaviour
- Expand your professional experience by working at one of our Legal Advice Centres
- Join the inspiring School of Law societies
- Join the inspiring School of Law societies
- Gain a qualifying law degree combined with an understanding of crime and criminal behaviour
- Develop an understanding of global challenges and how they’re dealt with in different political, legal and cultural systems across the world
- Experience insight into studying in a different country
- This qualifying law Joint Honours degree builds on the many links between the related disciplines of Law and Criminology.
- In studying both together you’ll be able to approach many topics from the viewpoint of two disciplines. Subjects are taught by both lawyers and criminologists working together who are actively engaged in researching current topics that are relevant across disciplines, enabling you to benefit from up-to-date thinking and knowledge.
- As a qualifying law degree, this course prepares you for a professional career in law as a solicitor or barrister, as well as careers in criminology and community justice.
- You’ll apply for the International Exchange Programme in your second year of study.

---

**UCAS Code M1L7:**

- This qualifying law Joint Honours degree will enable you to gain a deep appreciation of the role of criminal justice and law within society.
- You’ll expand your ability to think globally and consider comparative approaches to legal, criminological and socio-legal issues, while establishing professional connections necessary for a variety of legal, criminal justice and public service careers.
- You’ll apply for the International Exchange Programme in your second year of study.

---

**Lacramioara Elena Metehau**

**Law with Criminology LLB Student Romania**

Although I’m Romanian, Manchester felt like home from the first day. It’s a warm city which welcomes everyone regardless of their ethnicity, culture or religion.

My course gave me the chance to be in touch with various people in this area, such as lawyers, judges, police officers and detectives, who deepened my knowledge about the legal and judicial system in the UK. I had the opportunity to broaden my horizons and to study the subject I’m passionate about in a different and unconventional way.
Course structure

Complete all the foundational Law subjects and graduate with a qualifying law degree, receiving LLB Law with Politics, or LLB Law with Politics and International Study.

**Law with Politics LLB 3yrs**

**Year 1**
- Study an intensive two-week course in Legal Skills, plus two foundational Law course units, Obligations I (Contract Law) and Public Law. You’ll also study three foundational Politics course units, Introduction to Political Theory, Introduction to Comparative Politics and Introduction to International Politics.

**Year 2**
- Study Criminal Law and Property I (Equity and Trusts) and choose two optional Politics units and one optional Law course unit.

**Year 3**
- Study three foundational Law course units: Obligations II (Tort Law), Property II (Land Law) and an European Union Law. You may then study one optional Politics course unit and one optional Law course unit. You can choose a dissertation subject that bridges both disciplines, but this isn’t compulsory.

For more information about course units visit www.manchester.ac.uk/llb-law-with-politics

**Law with Politics LLB 4yrs and International Study**

**Year 1**
- Study an intensive two-week course in Legal Skills, plus two foundational Law course units, Obligations I (Contract Law) and Public Law. You’ll also study three foundational Politics course units, Introduction to Political Theory, Introduction to Comparative Politics and Introduction to International Politics.

**Year 2**
- Study Criminal Law and Property I (Equity and Trusts) and choose two optional Politics units and one optional Law course unit.

**Year 3**
- Spend a year in your host university in another country. You’ll study course units from the range of Law, Politics and other specialist subjects offered by them.

**Year 4**
- Study three foundational Law course units: Obligations I (Tort Law), Property I (Land Law) and European Union Law. You may then study one optional Politics course unit and one optional Law course unit. You can choose a dissertation subject that bridges both disciplines, but this isn’t essential.

For more information about course units visit www.manchester.ac.uk/llb-law-with-politics-study-abroad

Matha Yogeswaran

**Law with Politics LLB Student Canada**

Get involved early on, whether that’s by working as a student ambassador, volunteering within the Legal Advice Centre, joining societies, sports teams or attending employability sessions.

They’re all great ways to meet new people and gain valuable skills while you complete your degree. My plans after graduation are to complete the National Committee of Accreditation and become a lawyer in Canada. I also hope to get involved in my community and work with my MP in Toronto while I work towards my accreditation, and also get some experience with an NGO. During my time at Manchester I’ve greatly come to appreciate other fields of law such as constitutional and international public law.
FIND OUT MORE ONLINE

- Accommodation
  Discover your new home
  www.manchester.ac.uk/accommodation

- Admissions and applications
  Everything you need to apply to Manchester:
  www.manchester.ac.uk/ug/howtoapply

- Alan Gilbert Learning Commons
  A state of the art learning resource for students:
  www.manchester.ac.uk/library/learningcommons

- Careers
  Support throughout your studies:
  www.careers.manchester.ac.uk

- Funding and finance
  Fees, loans, scholarships and more:
  www.manchester.ac.uk/studentfinance

- International students
  Prepare for life at Manchester:
  www.manchester.ac.uk/international

- Prospectus
  Download or order a copy of our prospectus:
  www.manchester.ac.uk/ug/prospectus

- Students’ Union
  The UK’s largest student hub; societies, events, peer support, campaigns and more:
  www.manchesterstudentsunion.com
VISIT US

Open days
The University organises open days every year in June, September and October. These are an opportunity to find out more about the course, meet students and staff and tour the campus. You’ll also get the opportunity to learn about accommodation, finance, study abroad and our facilities.

For more information go to: www.law.manchester.ac.uk/study/open-days

Post-application visit days
If you apply and receive an offer, we’ll invite you to a visit day, where you’ll have the chance to learn more about the School, study opportunities, student life and join interactive sessions to get a taste of life at the University.

Contact us
For further information or to discuss any queries, please contact:

Undergraduate Admissions Team
School of Law
The University of Manchester
Oxford Road
Manchester M13 9PL
United Kingdom

t: +44 (0)161 306 1271
e: ug-law@manchester.ac.uk
w: www.manchester.ac.uk/lawschool

For up to date course information
This document was printed in June 2018 for the purposes of the 2019 intake. It has therefore been printed in advance of course starting dates. For this reason, information contained within the course information sections, may be amended prior to you applying for a place on a course of study. Course entry requirements are listed for the purposes of the 2019 intake only.

Prospective students are therefore reminded that they are responsible for ensuring, prior to applying to study on a course at The University of Manchester, that they review up-to-date course information including checking entry requirements, which is available by visiting www.manchester.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/courses and searching for the relevant course.

Further information describing the teaching, examination, assessment and other educational services offered by The University of Manchester is available from www.manchester.ac.uk/study/undergraduate